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 Scramble 
Unscramble the letters in the box to find the teaching aids. 

 

carakbborld  

drehitwoab  

torprojec veorheda   

epomctur  

sceastte creorder  

perlay dc  

dovei  

chirflpat  

lasiuv  dais  

fles-cacses netrce  

 

Can you add any other teaching aids to the list? 
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 Scramble - trainer’s answers 
Unscramble the letters in the box to find the teaching aids. 

 
carakbborld blackboard 

drehitwoab whiteboard 

torprojec veorheda  overhead projector 

epomctur computer 

sceastte creorder cassette recorder 

perlay dc cd player 

dovei video 

chirflpat flipchart 

lasiuv dais visual aids 

fles-cacses netrce self-access centre 

 

Can you add any other teaching aids to the list?  

• realia 

• flashcards 

• language laboratory 

• learning centre 

• puppets 

• wall charts 

• phonemic charts 

• teacher 
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 Teaching aids - views 
Look at this list of statements.  Which ones do you agree with?  Do you disagree with any?  Put a tick 
‘√’ in the box to show where you agree and a cross ‘X’ for those you don’t agree with.  Then, compare 
with your group and discuss your reasons. 

 

Teaching aids help teachers provide more stimulating lessons.  

Teaching aids distract learners from the main focus of the lesson.  

Teaching aids, apart from the board, are impractical with large classes.  

Teaching aids such as overhead projectors save lesson time.  

Using transparencies helps cut down on photocopies.  

Using realia is a good way of helping learners to learn vocabulary.  

Using realia can seem silly and childish to teenage and adult learners.  

Flashcards are really useful because they can be used to introduce and to practice 
language.  

Computers are unhelpful because they take away teacher control.  

It is best to avoid electrical or technical equipment because there is too high a risk of it 
breaking down.  

Videos help learning because learners can see and hear language being used in 
meaningful contexts.  

Video is not good in class, because it makes learners passive.  
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 Teaching aids – views-suggested answers 
Look at this list of statements.  Which ones do you agree with?  Do you disagree with any?  Put a tick 
‘√’ in the box to show where you agree and a cross X for those you don’t agree with.  Then, compare 
with your group and discuss your reasons. 

Teaching aids help teachers provide more stimulating lessons. 
Adds variety, but the teacher rather than the materials provide the stimulation  
Teaching aids distract learners from the main focus of the lesson. 
This argument is sometimes made in countries which are not used to having a literate 
environment in the classroom. As long as the aids are being used to achieve part of a 
lesson objective, no real evidence to suggest that this is true, though some learners 
unused to teaching aids may be a little distracted at first  
Teaching aids, apart from the board, are impractical with large classes. 
Not really true. Flashcards, and puppets can be used with large classes  
Teaching aids such as overhead projectors save lesson time. 
Depends if they work, if they are already in the classroom or have to be booked, if 
electricity supply is reliable etc etc 
Using transparencies helps cut down on photocopies. 
True 
Using realia is a good way of helping learners to learn vocabulary. 
For concrete vocabulary like fruit, classroom objects etc yes. Not for abstract words like 
love, war, indifference 
Using realia can seem silly and childish to teenage and adult learners. 
Depends on the class and the teacher. Can be true, but many adults and teenagers 
also enjoy the fun element of realia 
Flashcards are really useful because they can be used to introduce and to practise 
language. 
True. They have plenty of other uses, too 
Computers are unhelpful because they take away teacher control. 
Depends how teacher uses them, depends also on what the aim of the lesson is. There 
may be times in the lesson when the teacher wants to hand control over to learners 
It is best to avoid electrical or technical equipment because there is too high a risk of it 
breaking down. 
In some countries this can be a big problem. Always good to have a plan B in such 
circumstances (e.g. teacher reads out dialogue herself instead of ss listening to 
cassette)  
Videos help learning because learners can see and hear language being used in 
meaningful contexts. 
True, assuming that the video is well chosen for content.  Language etc 
Video is not good in class, because it makes learners passive. 
Not really true, though certainly some learners may not always pay attention. . 
Listening is an active skill. The teacher may want to set pre-while and post- 
viewing/listening tasks to keep learners active 
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 Teaching aids - advantages and disadvantages 
 
Do you have any favourite aids?  Which ones? 
What do you use them for? 
Have you had any problems in using them? 
 
Now work in groups.  Discuss the aids and make notes in the grid.  An example has been completed 
for you. 
 
Teaching aid Advantages/use Disadvantages 
Black/white 
board 

Give examples of target language; write 
up instructions; make drawings; write up 
ideas from brainstorming; write up 
answers. 

Teacher has back to class; 
handwriting may be difficult to 
understand; limited space; quality of 
drawings depend on teacher’s ability.  

Overhead 
projector 

  

Computers   

Cassette 
recorder/tapes/ 
CDs 

  

Videos/DVDs   

Visual aids: 
flashcards 

  

Realia   

Puppets   

Phonemic charts   

Teacher   
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 Teaching aids - advantages and disadvantages - suggested answers 
 
Teaching aid Advantages/use Disadvantages 
Black/white 
board 

Give examples of target language; write 
up instructions; make drawings; write up 
ideas from brainstorming; write up 
answers. 

Teacher has back to class; 
handwriting may be difficult to 
understand; limited space; quality of 
drawings depend on teacher’s ability.  

Overhead 
projector 

Do advanced preparation of parts of 
lesson.  Have ready models of dialogues, 
answers to exercises, tasks etc; 
illustrations, charts, diagrams can be 
copied onto transparencies; have 
overlays with answers; reveal different 
parts of texts, pictures etc at different 
times; can be used again. 

Text items can be too small to read; 
space in room may make it difficult to 
get viewing angle right; they can be 
noisy; electrical – can break down. 

Computers Project work; access Internet for learning 
English sites; educational interactive 
activities; access authentic materials; 
access BBC news sites for learners; 
writing practice, e.g. e-pals; presentations 
on PowerPoint. 

Technology may not work – making 
lesson plan useless; learners may 
feel it is not proper teaching; learners 
may not like using computers. There 
may not be enough computers in 
class for everyone to have equal 
access to a screen. 

Cassette 
recorder/ 
tapes/CDs 

Developing listening skills; recording 
learners; pronunciation practice; 
examples of different accents; songs; 
jigsaw listening. 

Demotivating if learners can’t 
understand; may be difficult to hear; 
learners can hear by not see 
speakers; in large classes may be 
difficult to organize tasks; difficult for 
teachers to locate specific points on 
tapes; electrical – may break down. 

Videos/ 
DVDs 

Developing listening/speaking skills; 
demonstrates meaning in context; 
learners can see and hear; vocabulary 
practice; predicting language. 

Can be passive. 
May break down. 
Sequences may be difficult to locate. 

Visual aids: 
flashcards 

Elicit known language; present new 
language; dialogue building; games, e.g., 
guess the word. 

No obvious disadvantages. 

Realia Teaching meanings of words; making 
role-plays more fun and meaningful; 
story-building; projects. 

No obvious disadvantages. 

Puppets Building dialogues; storytelling. Eliciting 
language. 

No obvious disadvantages, though 
using a puppet sometimes takes a 
little practice beforehand. 

Phonemic charts Teaching pronunciation; drilling of 
sounds; helping to use dictionaries. 

Based on standard pronunciation of 
English which is not used in many 
parts of the UK. 

Teacher Miming; facial expressions; gestures. No obvious disadvantages. 
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 Recommendations 
 
Which type of teaching aid would you recommend to teachers in the following situations?  Discuss 
and note your answers. 

 
Learners need to develop listening skills, but are 
very nervous about listening to tapes. 

 

The coursebook mainly uses texts to present new 
language.  The layout is not very attractive. 

 

Teacher would like an interesting way of teaching 
vocabulary such as shiny, glossy, gleaming, 
sparkling etc, which didn’t rely on dictionaries. 

 

Teacher wants to introduce stories to young 
learners involving fairy-tale characters. 

 

Teacher wants to summarise the main points of 
the lesson at the end of each class, highlighting 
points in different colours. 

 

Teacher wants to encourage learners to use 
dictionaries to help them with pronunciation. 

 

Teacher wants to encourage learners to study 
outside class. 
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 Recommendations - suggested answers 
 
Which type of teaching aid would you recommend to teachers in the following situations?  Discuss 
and note your answers. 

 
Learners need to develop listening skills, but are 
very nervous about listening to tapes. 

Video 

The textbook mainly uses texts to present new 
language.  The layout is not very attractive. 

flashcards 

Teacher would like an interesting way of teaching 
vocabulary such as shiny, glossy, gleaming, 
sparking etc, which didn’t rely on dictionaries. 

Realia, visual aids 

Teacher wants to introduce stories to young 
learners involving fairy-tale characters. 

puppets 

Teacher wants to summarize the main points of 
the lesson at the end of each class, highlighting 
points in different colours. 

OHP, computer, black/whiteboard 

Teacher wants to encourage learners to use 
dictionaries to help them with pronunciation. 

phonemic chart, pronunciation 
dictionaries/worksheets 

Teacher wants to encourage learners to study 
outside class. 

learning centre/resource centre/library 
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